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ACCOUNTING
R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel

Grigory Zinoviev might not be a person that you have 
ever heard of, but he was someone of importance back 

in the good old days of young communist Russia. He was born 
to Jewish Orthodox parents, but left the fold at a young age, as 
he made his own way to fulfill the dream of a socialist society, 
Marxism and a communistic world. So, off he went, writing, 
philosophizing, joined the revolution, became part of its 
hierarchy and played the political game which made him into 
one of Lenin’s closest collaborators. Yet, as such stories go, 
Grigory’s did not end well. He did not heed Lenin’s deathbed 
warnings of Stalin’s treacherous nature, he rallied the party 
against Trotsky, formed the famous triumvirate together with 
Comrades Kaminev and Stalin, and was now one of the top 
three people in the communist party.

Until, one day, when he was imprisoned along with 
others. In great disbelief, he penned letter after letter to his 
comrade Stalin, knowing, trusting, that his commitment and 
connections would set him free. Perhaps it was a capitalist 
plot, he thought to himself, trusting that Stalin would not do 
this to him. 

But lo and behold there was a show trial. Before the trial, 
Zinoviev and Kamenev had agreed to plead guilty to the 
false charges on the condition that they not be executed, and 
their families would be safe, a condition that Stalin accepted, 
stating: “that goes without saying”. 

Nonetheless, a few hours after their conviction, Stalin 
ordered their immediate execution. When he was standing, 
waiting to be executed, the commanding officer came over 
and said, “Stalin did this to you. He imprisoned you and now 
he is having you executed.” Legend has it that right then 
and there, Grigory uttered the last words he would ever say:  
Shema Yisroel, Hashem Elokeinu, Hashem Echad.”  

Grigory is certainly not a hero to the Jewish people. But 
imagine how he felt in those moments. He lived his life, 
as millions of disillusioned people did, for the communist 
utopian idea. He had killed to see it succeed. He turned his 
back on all that he knew to see its culmination. And now 
he sees that it probably was for naught. He understands its 
falseness and deception. Then, at the very last chance in time 
that he owns, he goes back to what he only now understands 
to be true. What a shame that he blew right through his life, 
never reassessing, not understanding his self-delusion, only 
finding the truth out at the last moment he breathed.

This is an idea that Rav Moshe Feinstein learns as a life 
lesson in the very first pasuk of this week’s parsha.

 .these are the accountings of the Mishkan אלה פקודי המשכן
The Mishkan was about to be completed and a financial 

verification was ordered by Moshe in order to allay and dispel 
any accusations that he ensconced or embezzled any funds. 
He, in fact, set the precedent for future administrators of 
public money that they should also make public their 
accountings as a show of their integrity and honesty, even if 
they are inherently trusted in the eyes of the public. Thus, 
starts the beginning of this week’s parsha, as an accounting 
and authentication of all that the nation poured into the 
Mishkan.

Rav Moshe uses this idea and takes it one step further. 
Rav Moshe writes that this concept could be an impetus for us 
to take a step back and make an accounting of our own lives.  
It might serve as a motivation for to come to an understanding 
and thankfulness for what Hashem has bequeathed to us, be it 
in finances, time, health, talents or family. All of these things 
are part of what Hashem has given us and allowed us to use in 
the way we see fit. 

Yet, Rav Moshe says, we must realize that what we have 
is to be used wisely and with deliberate intelligence. While we 
have the money which Hashem has blessed us with, we should 
know that there are halachos in the way a Jew is supposed to 
give charity. While we have time to use, it can be used to 
help others, to learn, to spend time with family, to pray, and 
generally to be used in a suitable manner or it can just be 
flittered away, doing things that will never allow us to revisit 
those precious moments ever again. Just as in the Mishkan 
there was an exact reckoning of how much there was and what 
it was used for, so too in our life we can sometimes stand to 
make such a calculation. This idea, mind you, is not to depress 
us, but to help spur us forward.

Rav Shamshon Raphael Hirsch writes that the very first 
thing the Kohanim did every morning  in the Beis Hamikdash 
was the terumas Hadeshen- the removing of the ashes from 
the alter. The Kohen would take the burnt ashes left over from 
the previous day’s sacrifices and place them right next to the 
alter. 

Why was this the first rite, day in and day out?
Rav Hirsch writes that the purpose was to remind the 

Kohanim not to fall into the trap of self-deluded smugness of 
complacency. The purpose of this rite was to show that while 
yesterday’s business was quite successful, it is was now time 
remove yesterday and start the day fresh once more. Now it is 
time to start anew. As he so eloquently puts it: “the thought of 
what has already been accomplished can be the death of what 
still must be accomplished. Woe unto him who, in smug self-
complacency, thinks that he can rest on his laurels.” 

As we run through our lives, our days turn into weeks, 
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months and years. We are busy, trying to manage. It’s not so 
difficult to lose track of what we have, who we are, and where 
we can be. This, Rav Moshe says, is the imperative of a self-

accounting every once in a while to make sure we know what 
to do. 

Have a great Shabbos 

If you want something done right, do it yourself.
It sounds like a cliche, but it certainly is not.  And it is 

not always the case. But there is also a common expression, 
which will not be repeated here, to describe when somebody 
does something half....way. Doing something halfway right 
also means it’s halfway wrong. It means that it was done 
unenthusiastically, carelessly, half-heartedly. Foolishly. And, 
as anyone who asks anyone else to do something knows, it 
happens all the time. And some people do it that way all the 
time. It makes you wonder how they get through life.

The past several parshios, culminating in P’kudei, 
involve a great many instructions, with lots of exacting detail, 
regarding the fabrication of the mishkan and its accoutrements.  
The Torah makes very clear that our forebears not only carried 
out the instructions, but they did so exactly, faithfully and 
enthusiastically.

In fact, three times in rapid succession it certifies that 
Bnei Yisrael did everything as commanded, “kein asu”. 
Simply translated, in this context, it would mean that as 
commanded, so did they do. But “kein” has a deeper meaning 
too. Yosef’s brothers, having been accused of being spies, 
protested “keinim anachnu” -- we are truthful, we are faithful, 
we are honest, we are reliable, we are upright. I think all those 
concepts are implicit in the Torah’s repeated testament to the 
fact that “kein asu”.Told to do something, they did it right. 
They did it faithfully, they did it reliably. They did it in a way 
that pleased He who commanded them to do it.

And so it says “Vayar Moshe es kol hamlacha v’hineh 
asu osah ka’asher tziva Hashem kein asu” -- Moshe inspected 
their work, and found that they fulfilled Hashem’s will exactly, 
and as a result, he was moved to bless them: “vayevarech 
osam Moshe”.

Rashi quotes the bracha: “Yehi ratzon shetishreh 
Shechina b’ma’aseh yedeichem”.May the Shechina rest upon 
your efforts. Notice that it doesn’t say that the Shechina 
should rest upon the Mishkan, which they just completed. 
It says “ma’aseh yedeichem”, the efforts of you hand, the 
fruit of your labor. That is “you should be successful”.When 
they finished working on the Mishkan, the Jews returned to 

their regular pursuits, such as they were. Moshe’s blessing 
is thus twofold: that having succeeded at faithfully carrying 
Hashem’s will, and thus pleasing Him, they should now also 
succeed at whatever else they do in their everyday lives, AND 
that what they do in their everyday lives should indeed also be 
pleasing to Hashem. 

This is a very great bracha indeed, and is the result of their 
faithfully carrying out their mission. There is an important 
lesson here as well. “Kein asu” should be a model for how 
we undertake to accomplish something. It will always serve 
us well.

There is another, associated lesson in this story as well.  
Moshe delegated the labor to others. They fabricated the 
Mishkan, but, because of its great mass, they could not erect 
it. This Hashem assigned to Moshe himself. Rashi quotes 
Tanchuma: “How can I lift it?” Moshe asks. “No man can do 
so”. Hashem tells him to just go ahead and lift it. It’s true that 
no man on his own can. But unless he extends the effort to do 
so, it will remain on its side. Go through the motions of lifting 
it, Hashem says, and it will rise -- leave that to Me. 

In life, there are many important goals. Sometimes these 
goals seem so far out of reach that many people make no 
effort to attain them, giving up in advance. This is not the 
way the Torah teaches. Out of a defeatist attitude, comes only 
defeat. But for human striving, sometimes for what seems 
unattainable, nothing would be built, nothing accomplished.

Sefer Shmos begins and ends with this lesson. Baby 
Moshe is floating in a basket on the Nile. Pharaoh’s daughter 
sees him. It is this good woman’s destiny to save him and 
mother him for a while. Although his basket is beyond reach, 
she reaches out anyway -- and, by an act of God, her arm 
indeed reaches him, he is rescued to become the Prince of 
Egypt, and the rest is history.

Now Moshe himself, having in turn rescued his people, de 
facto king of the Jews and the humble servant of God, having 
internalized that lesson, shares it with us in Toras Moshe: Lift 
that Mishkan and it will rise; establish that Makom Torah and 
it will be built; start that mesechta and you can complete it; 
strive for your goals, whatever they are, in purity, honesty and 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

GETTING IT DONE.........RIGHT
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PARSHAS PEKUDEI
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

Eileh pekudei haMishkan, Mishkan HaEidus, These 
are the accountings of the Mishkan, the Mishkan of 

the Testimony. It was testimony for Israel that Hashem 
overlooked the incident of the eigel for them, for He rested 
His Shechinah among them in the Mishkan. The Gemara in 
Bava Kamma (50a) states strongly that anyone who says 
that Hashem overlooks sin, his life will be overlooked! How 
can we say that Hashem overlooked the sin of the eigel? 
Secondly, Hashem certainly did not disregard the sin of the 
eigel! The pasuk clearly says that all future punishments will 
incorporate punishment for this grave sin! It surely does not 
seem that this sin was overlooked! Rav Hutner explains that 
every sin is a breach not only of our commitment to keep the 
Torah, but also of our status of am segulah. When we sinned 
with the eigel, we were in danger of losing our status of 
am segulah. The Mishkan was testimony that we were still 
Hashem’s Chosen Nation. Being Hashem’s Chosen Nation 
is a status for eternity. Certainly, Hashem did not disregard 
the sin of the eigel, just as He does not disregard any sin. In 
His great mercy, however, he disregarded the damage done to 
our status through the performance of the eigel. This is why 
chazal stress that Hashem disregarded the maaseh ha’eigel, 
rather than the cheit ha’eigel. The sin was not disregarded, 
but in His infinite mercy, we are, and will forever be, His 
Chosen Nation. Performing Hashem’s mitzvos does not earn 
us hashraas haShechinah; living up to our status of an am 
segulah does. 

The Malbim tells us that the Mishkan was testimony 
for something else as well. The Torah refers to the Mishkan 
as a Testimony specifically here, where it deals with the 
accountings of the Mishkan, because the fact that Hashem 
rested His Shechinah in the Mishkan was testimony that 
every penny given for the Mishkan was “kosher,” for Hashem 
certainly would not rest His Shechinah in an edifice constructed 
of money that was earned unscrupulously. Or HaChaim tells 
us a similar idea, but he connects it specifically with Moshe 
Rabbeinu. The Midrash wonders why an exact accounting 
was made, when Hashem Himself had testified concerning 

Moshe “be’chol beisi neeman hu.” Rather, says the Midrash, 
Moshe had heard the scoffers among the Jews saying, “Look 
how fat Moshe’s neck has become.” In other words, Moshe 
was suspected of funneling off money for himself from the 
Mishkan donations. In order to show the untruth of this 
accusation, Moshe made an exact accounting and showed 
where every single penny had gone. Be’er Yosef says that in the 
eyes of the scoffers, there was good reason to suspect Moshe. 
Everyone else had left Mitzrayim a rich man, by partaking 
of bizas Mitzrayim and bizas hayam. Moshe, however, was 
busy with the atzmos Yosef, and then, after krias Yam Suf, with 
trying to pull the Jews away from the Yam Suf. He did not 
leave as rich man. From where did he become rich? From 
the carvings of the luchos. This means that he went up to Har 
Sinai as a poor man and came down on Yom Kippur as a rich 
person. The donations for the Mishkan came in between Yom 
Kippur and Succos. It turns out that Moshe’s wealth coincided 
with his job of collecting the donations for the Mishkan. That 
is all it took for the scoffers to have something to talk about. 
And, so, Moshe made an accounting. But Hashem wanted to 
prove Moshe’s innocence without a shadow of a doubt. No 
one was able to erect the Mishkan, until a holy spirit rested 
on Moshe and he erected it himself and brought hashraas 
HaShechinah. This was testimony to Moshe’s innocence, 
for Hashem would certainly not have performed a miracle, 
especially not with regard to the Mishkan, if Moshe’s hands 
had not been clean! Hashraas HaShechinah is impossible 
though non-kosher money. And, indeed, says Or HaChaim, 
this is why Moshe did not dream that anyone would suspect 
him (and therefore did not take the necessary precautions). He 
thought that the fact that Hashem speaks to Him peh el peh, 
with a direct communication, is enough proof of his clean 
hands, for, how could someone even dream that a person with 
unclean hands could merit a relationship with Hashem?!

goodness, and you may very well accomplish them, no matter 
how daunting it seems in the beginning. Because when you 
do it right, when you do it in a caring manner, when you do it 
l’shem shamayim, when you really try for all the right reasons, 

when it’s “kein asu”, nothing is beyond reach.

Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas P’kudei 5771
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R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

Q: Is the concept of ayin harah (evil eye) something 
that has basis in halacha or is it merely something that 
grandmother’s fret over?

A: Aside for the many Talmudic sources that exist there are 
actually various places within the Shulchan Aruch itself that 
refer to ayin harah as well. For example:

1) the Medrash states that Sarah Imeinu gave Hagar an 
ayin harah 

2) it’s noted  how when Avraham Avinu came back from 
the akaidah with Yitzchok he didn’t return with Yitzchok 
as he didn’t want there to be an ayin harah after such an 
intensely powerful moment

3) we see how Yaakov Avinu told his sons to go through 
different gates when entering Mitzrayim so as to avoid 
the evil of ayin harah

4) When Pharaoh asked Yaakov Avinu how old he was, he 
responded in a cryptic manner so as to avoid ayin harah

5) When giving his b’rachah to Yosef, Yaakov stated 
“v’yidgu l’rov” to be proliferate like fish. Similarly 
just as fish are below the surface and removed from the 
dangers of ayin harah so was Yosef blessed with the 
same powers.

6) The Gemara in Sanhedrin  goes through various 
professions  that will not see blessing as it’s nature 
makes it appear that one has a much larger bounty then 
he really does which would bring upon him an ayin 
harah. 

7) The Gemara  discusses the concept of h’ezek r’iyah 
(damaging with one’s vision) when one looks at 
another’s field. It is in fact brought down in halacha  
that because this is a reality one may not stand in front 
of someone else’s field during the time of growth as he 
may end up causing damage via an ayin harah to his 
friends field.

8) Bava Metziah mentions that many people pass away 
from ayin harah

9) It mentions in Sanhedrin  that a wealthy man may play 
down the extent of his wealth so as to avoid having 
others become envious and suffer from their ayin harah

10) It is brought down  that if one finds something of value 
he should not go showing it off as that will bring forth 
an ayin harah 

11) The Shulchan Aruch brings down that a son should not 
have an aliyah right after his father as that would bring 
upon him ayin harah

12) Some poskim advise against an expectant mother 
walking down her daughter to the Chuppah 

13) Some of the mekor to break a plate at a wedding is 
to detract from those who may bring on an ayin hara 
during a stage of such public celebration where ayin 
hara may be more prevalent

one can clearly note that ayin harah is something that has much 
credence and value and should not be dealt with frivolously. 

Q: If there is so much writing and concern about an ayin 
harah how is anybody ever able to deal with avoiding one?

A: There is a very interesting concept that Chazal  state rather 
cryptically “if you want to live, kill yourself and if you want 
to die make yourself live”. What the commentaries explain is 
a very simple concept that helps clarify most concerns that are 
appended to ayin hara. The term of “killing oneself” refers to 
bringing oneself down in the realms of modesty and stature 
as upon doing that then one will surely live. However if one 
wants to bring himself down he should “make himself live” 
which refers to inflating one’s persona or possessions in a 
grandiloquent and pretentious fashion. Meaning that a surefire 
way to avoid ayin hara is to make sure that one does not draw 
attention to himself. If one is living in a way in which what he 
does serves to poke people’s eye’s out  then he may be putting 
himself in a rather precarious position regarding ayin hara.   

Q: Why is there even any concern about ayin hara if 
everything that happens comes from Hashem, shouldn’t 
we be above worrying about such issues?

A: As the Chazon Ish  states, there is a fundamental reality 
that has been in existence since the beginning of creation and 
that is that the way people look at things affects others. This 
doesn’t in any way detract from the capabilities of Hakadosh 
Baruch Hu but rather enhances the idea that Hashem cares  
very deeply about how other people feel. If people are made to 
feel jealous and/or hurt then that has significance in our reality 
and we all have to be made aware of the messages that we 
give other people as we weren’t created to live in a vacuum. 

Q: If that is the case then how should one protect himself 
from ayin hara?

A: One can note the elementary response Rav Dessler zt”l 
gave to those who phrased this exact question to him and 

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: Ayin Harah In Halacha
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responded that one way of which to counter any ills that result 
from ayin hara is simply to....“live humbly.”
Q: Are there any particular things that one should be 
concerned about in regards to ayin hara?

A: The general algorithm that R’ Moshe zt”l  brings down is 
that something that is normal and expected need not be hushed 
into seclusion for fear of ayin hara. Rather only something 
that is not so common and of unusual nature should one be 
careful not to emphasize or publicize. Therefore if someone:

	is expecting a child after many years of infertility
	has reached a very large milestone in regards to their 

age
	will be celebrating an anniversary of an uncommon 

denomination

then it may be wise not to push this idea onto others. But 
anything that is normal and natural (i.e. a young woman 
expecting etc.) then one need not be concerned.

Q: Is there any other sensitivity one should have in 
avoiding causing jealousy to others?

A: Aside for the above mentioned edict of Rav Dessler to “live 
humbly” there are other nuances that should be taken into 
account when merely conversing with others. Specifically one 
should be cognizant and sensitive to avoid talking about their:

	children with people who are barren
	parents with people who are orphaned
	wealth with people who are indigent
	ultra religious kids/family with someone who’s child 

has strayed from the right path
	athletic ability with those who are handicapped

as even though these topics are bound to come up in everyday 
conversation, there should still be an awareness as to the one 
who he is conversing with in regards to having the appropriate 
sensitivities. As the feelings of others is something that is held 
very dearly and looked upon closely by Hakadosh Baruch Hu.

Q: If this is the appropriate attitudes that one should take 
on in order to avoid ayin hara then how is it possible to 
ever do/say anything as there may be somebody else who 
may get hurt as a result of your blessing? 

A: As is the case with ayin hara and of all halacha in general 
there should never be a cause to be excessively worried. Any 
form of neurosis that may manifest itself in the guise of keen 
mitzvah observance should be dealt with appropriately and/
or professionally as one should realize that as much as it’s 
important to worry about something assur...it’s also assur to 
worry. A fundamental premise of our Torah is that it’s ways 
are calming and pleasant, d’racheha darchai noam. Therefore 
any:

	anxieties
	pressures
	obsessions
	nervousness

that is experienced as a result of trying to avoid ayin hara 
will only serve to perpetuate the problem. As R’ Moshe zt”l  
writes, that if one doesn’t become overly concerned with it 
then it won’t become overly concerned with him as well.

Q: Is there any inyan to say “bli ayin hara” when discussing 
something that one has/owns/makes etc.?

A: The Zohar implies that if one is talking about someone else 
he should give him a b’racha. It could be that this is where 
this concept of saying bli ayin hara  came from as this would 
serve to ward off any possible ill will that others may start to 
feel when hearing about someone else’s good fortune etc. 

Q: If someone wants to do a mitzva with a blessing that 
he has, should he shy away from it because of ayin hara?

A: There is an extra protection that people have when 
preforming a mitzva.  Therefore is someone is a great:

•	 public speaker
•	 Chazzan
•	 Magid Shiur
•	 posek
•	 guest of honor

and is expressing his talent or capability in a way that is 
inspiring and not just to show off then one need not be 
concerned.  

Q: Should one purchase a red band  in order to ward off 
the evil eye?

R’ Heshy Kahan
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A: While there are some sources that go as far as to call it the 
ways of the idol worshipers to wear red  for these reasons, 
it should be noted that there is some kabbalistic leanings 
towards wearing red in regards to the topic if ayin hara.  

Q: If one wears this red band would that preclude him of 
any issues with ayin hara?

A: As was mentioned above the main inyan behind avoiding 
someone else’s evil eye is not by tying some string to one’s 
ankle but rather to keep one’s blessing “under the radar” and 
to try to live as humbly as can be. Similarly keeping one’s

	fancy new lease
	personal enjoyment
	fancy dinners
	exotic vocations
	expensive family getaways
	exquisite choice of suit/dress/shaitel/jewelry for 

oneself and/or one’s children 

off of the various social media sites such as

	facebook
	Instagram
	snap-chat
	simcha spot
	google plus
	profile picture of Whats app

then we can all live lives that are much more private, humble, 
and most important sensitive to other people who may not be 
experiencing what others may have. May we all be zocheh 
to the b’racha of Mazal Adar Dagim in a double fashion this 
year, as just as the fish are the only species that are excluded 
from the ill-will that may emanate from ayin hara so too 
should we be just as well.

FOOTNOTES
1. That was partially what led to her being dismissed from the 

home of Avraham Avinu
2. Medresh Vayaitzei 56
3. 50b
4. Specifically dealing with bulky items such a canes or jars
5. Bava Metziah 107a
6. C.M. 378:5 See Aruch Hashulchan Ibid.
7. 29b
8. Bava Metziah 30a
9. Rashi d”h iy meshum ainah

10. This seems to be the view of the Be’er Moshe however not 
all poskim agree with this. Specifically in contemporary times 
when this concept is somewhat more relevant

11. Tamid 32
12. Of course there are societal, cultural and socioeconomic norms 

and expectations that one may adhere to without infringing on 
the exposure of ayin hara. It is when one goes above and be-
yond in making a pint to have others know the breadth of his 
bounty that he may be walking the slippery slope of someone 
giving an evil eye.

13. C.M. pg. 255
14. E.H 3:26 d”h b’inyan
15. Igros Moshe Ibid.
16. As opposed to “k’naina hara” which isn’t really a word but 

rather an mish mosh of k’ain (there should not be) ayin hara. 
(Similar to “shkoach” and “shalosh shudes” which aren’t either 
words either but that’s not for now).

17. As is brought down by the Ben Ish Chai parshas Balak
18. Colloquially referred to as roiteh bendl
19. As is brought down in a Tosefta
20. See Minchas Elazer 4:71, Rivevos Ephraim 8:26, Be’er Moshe 

8:36 who recognize the source for this practice
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Why do good people do bad things?
A more in depth question would be to ask – is 

there a part of each and every one of us that is just plain bad? 
Is there a part of each of us that can be overly aggressive, 
that can forget oneself in the desire to get ahead, and that 
can belittle and degrade others with seemingly no remorse or 
compassion?

Now even though there may be tendencies towards these 
behavioral outputs, most of society has a conscience, most 
people would forcefully act or react to circumstances only up 
to a certain point. There is a line that normal everyday people 
would just not cross – or is there?

Consider the 1963 study of Stanley Milgram who 
wanted to find out the correlation between one’s environment 
and one’s actions and between obedience and authority. 
This controversial study became known as the “Migram 
Experiment” and the results of which are still discussed in 
the world of academia until today. Regular mainstream 
Americans were asks to come in as aids in a study between 
learners and teachers. The learners would be placed in a chair 
with “electric shocks” attached to them and the teachers would 
have before them buttons going from fifteen volts all the way 
to four hundred and fifty volts. At the upper levels, under the 
numerical voltage denominations, there would be signs like 
a skeleton and cross bones indicating life threatening danger. 
Those ask to participate in the study were given the role as 
teachers and told to ask questions to the learner. Anytime the 
learner got the answer wrong, they were asked to administer 
a “shock”.

Now these learners were actually only actors and the 
“shocks” were not real, but every time the voltage of the shock 
would be increased, these actors would cry for help and scream 
out in pain. Doctors in white lab coats would keep urging the 
participants in the study to increase the voltage when the 
learner would continuously get answers wrong. They wanted 
to see, how many regular main stream Americans would go all 
the way to four hundred and fifty volts.

Despite the pleas for them to stop, despite the skeleton and 
cross bones indicating extreme danger to life, ninety percent 
of Americans went all the way to four hundred and fifty volts!

Why?
Dr. Stanley Milgram says that the environment of being 

in a doctor’s office affected the people’s psyche, turning them 
into followers without outwardly questioning their actions. 
They felt out of their normal realm and therefore turned off 
their own conscience and direct cognitive involvement in the 
matter relying totally on what the doctors in the white lab 

coats told them.
In this week’s perasha the focal point is once again targeted 

on the building of the Mishkan. Sforno (1475-1550) conveys 
to us that the reason for the building of the Mishkan was 
because of Israel’s slip into virtual idolatry via the incident 
of the Golden Calf which brought them down from its lofty 
spiritual height after the Exodus.

The question is what happened? How could it be that they 
lapsed into such religious dissoluteness? After all this was a 
generation that witnessed Hashem Himself.

A possible answer can be uncovered by correlating why 
any person becomes guilty of depraved actions that seem so 
incredulous and impossible to conceive that it would ever 
occur from the outset. How do normal, benign, and upstanding 
individuals allow or even become agents of atrocities without 
consideration for what they were doing? Think about all 
the people in the previous mentioned experiment that never 
said anything while others screamed for them to stop. Think 
about these regular people who when questioned afterward 
about why they went all the way up to four hundred and 
fifty volts despite cries for help, said, “I was only following 
instructions.” What happened to consideration of doing what 
is morally just? 

Thinking about this, one may ask, is the problem focused 
on just these select few alone in this experiment who may 
actually really be evil human beings without anyone knowing 
it or is there something much bigger going here?

When surveying the episode of the Golden Calf, we see 
that the current down the road to this sin was not the Jews, but 
the mixed multitude which were Egyptians that left with the 
Jews from Egypt. This mixed multitude or the “Erev Rav” took 
advantage of a unique situation. The Jewish people thought 
that something had happened to Moshe since he did not 
descend from the Mountain. The Jewish people who were just 
recently released as slaves were without a leader and authority 
figure to guide them. The verse states, “The people saw that 
Moshe delayed” when descending from the Mountain (Ki 
Tisa 32:1). Rashi (1040-1105) states, they began to become 
grief stricken believing that maybe Moshe died. Rashi (Ki 
Tisa 32:4) additionally states that this is where the Erev Rav 
stepped in. They utilized this as an opportunity to “lead” the 
nation of Israel away from Hashem. The Jewish people were 
not in their realm and therefore open to just follow alone 
what was told to them, rationalizing about the making of the 
Golden Calf, that it must be the right thing to do. The Golden 
Calf, in their mind, would be a conduit to Hashem, like Mohse 
Rabbeinu. They kept going and going, believing in the Erev 
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PARSHAS PEKUDEI – PREPARING FOR PURIM
R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

The last Ramban of this week’s parsha, which is the last 
Ramban of Sefer Shemos, points out that Moshe Rabeinu 

never entered the Mishkan to talk to Hashem without first 
being called in. The Ramban says we find this throughout the 
Chumash; prior to Moshe speaking to Hashem, the Torah says 
“Vayikra el Moshe”, Hashem called to Moshe. 

We are now in Chodesh Adar Sheini, a few weeks before 
Purim. In the Megillah it does not mention Hashem’s name 
even once. Nevertheless the seforim tell us that whenever it 
says “Hamelech” - the King- it is really referring to Hashem. 
Since the story of Purim was a hidden neis, camouflaged by 
the interesting and often riveting plot that was taking place, 
Hashem’s name is also hidden and not explicit. 

Based on this, Rav Hutner Zt”l teaches us a tremendous 
insight into the power of the day of Purim. Esther exclaimed 
to Mordechai, “Va’ani lo nikreisi lovo el Hamelech; I haven’t 
been called to go into the king”. Mordechai instructed her 
to go anyway, without being called. Says Rav Hutner, Purim 
is a time when we can go into the inner chambers of the 
“king” i.e. Hashem, without being called in first. Although 
like the Ramban teaches us, Moshe Rabeinu couldn’t enter to 
talk to Hashem without a “Vayikra” first, Purim is a unique 

time where we may enter, without being called in -  Asher lo 
nikreisi. 

This is a unique opportunity. If we can go in without 
being called, this means we don’t have to prepare or be 
worthy of entering. Anyone can go in. Indeed the seforim tell 
us homiletically, Kol haposhet Yad nosnen lo, which literally 
is a directive to help anyone that stretches out their hand in 
financial need, but can also mean that Purim is a time when 
anyone that stretches out their hand to Hashem requesting 
assistance is answered. This is a powerful indication of the 
holiness of Purim. Purim is a time when Hashem doesn’t look 
at who we are on the outside. As long as we have a Neshama 
we are worthy of being called into the inner chambers of 
Hashem, and have our Tefilos and requests answered. 

In a similar way, Rav Brevda ZT”L explains the Megilah. 
Esther invites Achashverosh to a party in which she plans on 
seeking his help to save the Yidden. Achashverosh is overcome 
with compassion and grants her whatever her heart desires, ad 
chatzi hamalchus. But instead of making her request, Esther 
asks Achashverosh to join her at another party. What is the 
meaning of all this? 

Rav Brevda explains, as we mentioned above, Esther 

Rav, falling further and further into the sin that should never 
have been, never realizing the road they were being led on was 
the antithesis to everything that Hashem wanted. The Jewish 
people were in a bewildered and confused state, leaving the 
Erev Rav to sway them do something that seemed so outline 
with who they were up until this point. This is very similar 
to the Stanley Milgram experiment, where people in an 
environment that they are not used to or accustom to become 
swayed by others, without consideration of the road they are 
travelling on, until they were doing the unthinkable.

What this comes to elucidate more than anything else is 
that we must be weary of the environment that we put ourselves 
in and also what we allow to enter into our environment. 
These criterions can ultimately exude great pressures on us 
to do something that we normally believe we would never do 
and then to rationalize why we did it by shifting the cause to 
the others which told us “It’s okay”.

The environment of a medical facility allowed for 
mainstream everyday Americans to become implements of 
causing torture to others and the fact that they were being 
told “It’s okay” held more credence in how they perceived 

their actions then their actual conscience. This suggests to us 
that a negative environment can persuades us to do bad things 
without our realization.

 It could very well be why when conveying of the Mishkan’s 
completion the Torah states, “The cloud covered the Tent of 
Meeting and the glory of Hashem filled the Mishkan” (Pikudei 
40:34). This verse uncovers the great miracle of the Mishkan’s 
creation. Once it was put together, it became filled with the 
glory of Hashem; it became a construction of Holiness. The 
entire construction was designed and done with Hashem in 
mind and for Him to dwell in the midst of the Jewish people. 
Practically, we each have this opportunity surrounding us. We 
each have the sanctuary of our lives which we build around 
us, formulated to have Hashem dwell amongst us. In order for 
this to become a reality, it means that religiously, we need to 
take stock of our surroundings, ensuring that it does not have 
pathways with tangential points that leads us away from the 
very ideals that our Torah is based on. We need to remember 
that we are the contractors building this sanctuary of our lives 
and we will ultimately be the by-product of its influences as 
well. 
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wasn’t really negotiating with Achashverosh. Although from 
reading the Megilah it appears as such, in reality Esther was 
beseeching the ultimate king - Hashem. At the first party, 
as Esther was making her request, she felt with her divine 
look, that it wasn’t yet the right time. It wasn’t enough of a es 
rotzon to have the decree annulled in heaven. So she quickly 
requested another party. She hoped that by the next day, the 
tefllos will reach heaven and the time will be ripe for Hashem 
to grant a salvation. Again we see from here that there is 
much more that meets the eye when reading the Purim story. 
Hashem was orchestrating events through what appears to be 
natural occurrences.

This is what Rav Hutner is teaching us. Achashverosh is 
just the puppet of Hashem. The fact that Esther entered into 
Achashverosh without being called, but was nevertheless 
granted her request, symbolizes the power on Purim to enter 
to Hashem without being called, and have our requests 
answered.

This may be the meaning of the two interesting and unique 
customs we have on Purim. On Purim there is a custom to 
drink “ad dilo yada” – “until you don’t know”. We also have 
a custom to dress up and conceal our true identity. Perhaps 

the deeper meaning of these two minhagim, follow what we 
mentioned above. Purim is a time that everyone can enter the 
palace of Hashem and have his requests fulfilled.  Hashem 
doesn’t look at who we are, or what we are on this day. The 
doors are open and all can enter. To symbolize this we dress 
up and drink. As the Gemora says, the looks and thoughts are 
what define a person; “Kisheim shein partzofeihem shavos kach 
ain dayoseihem shavos” Just as no two people look exactly 
alike,  so too no two people think exactly alike”. The thoughts 
and looks of a person, are what define their uniqueness and 
individuality. On Purim, we are all the same. There are no 
different looks and there are no different thoughts, we are all 
Neshama Yidden”. Therefore our thoughts are concealed by 
the wine – “ad dilo Yada” until we have no Da’as, and our 
looks are concealed by the masks and costumes we wear. 

Let us prepare for this holy day, and not forget the point of 
the wine and the costumes, which is to recognize that on Purim 
we all count. On Purim we have even more access to Hashem 
than Moshe Rabbeinu. Moshe had to wait to be called, as the 
Ramban tells us, while on Purim anyone can enter the palace 
of Hashem and daven for all that his heart desires. Let’s not 
squander this opportunity. 

ANY ALTERATION OR ERASURE INVALIDATES THIS…
R’ Ari Mandel

In parshas Pekudei the Torah talks about the completion 
of the Mishkan and the priestly garments worn by the 

Kohanim. Towards the end of the parsha it discusses how 
they finally erected the Mishkan.

The Mishkan and all the kaylim had to be anointed with 
oil. The pasukim (40; 13-15) discuss how Moshe presented 
Aaron his special clothing, how he brought Aaron’s children 
their clothing and dressed them and how he anointed them as 
well. When anointing Aaron’s children the pasuk says (40; 
15) that Moshe did so ‘just as he anointed their father’. The 
obvious question here is why did the Torah have to specify 
that they were anointed in the same manner as he had anointed 
their father?

Secondly, chazal say that the Mishkan was a kaparah 
for the chait h’egel.  The Medrash (parshas vayahkel) says 
that klal Yisroel received a kaparah after they completed the 
assembling of the Mishkan, and it’s proven from the fact that 
they gave to the Mishkan so willingly-just as they so willingly 
gave to the egel.

Ramban points out that in Vayakhel that prior to all the 
kaylim being assembled the pasuk says ‘vayas es….’ In 

Pekudei however, after almost every kayli was assembled the 
Torah says ‘ka’asher tzivah Hashem es Moshe’. Why does 
the Torah change the wording from the way it was written in 
parshas Vayakhel?

Perhaps we can answer as follows. 
The building of the Mishkan, as we mentioned, was a 

kaparah for the egel. The tachlis of the Mishkan was to create 
a place for the shechina to dwell amongst us. This could only 
have happened after the entire Mishkan was upright. The 
ma’aleh of the mishkan was only accomplished after they 
finished and completed every minute detail. By the egel, the 
pasuk says ‘vayikuhail ha’am al Aharon’-they ganged up to 
do the aveira of the egel. We see from there that besides the 
actual egel there was another element; there was unity.

The Mishkan as a whole represented klal Yisroel; it 
united all of us. When klal Yisroel built the Mishkan one of 
the requirements were that they had to come together to do 
something positive. That was what the Mishkan represented; 
the unity of klal Yisroel. The Menorah represented the Torah; 
the Shulchan represented the people out there who were 
working; it was a project of the entire klal Yisroel and it 
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represented every single person in klal Yisroel. The Torah was 
only able to say ‘ka’asher tziva Hashem es moshe’ after they 
completed everything-because once it was built it represented 
bnei Yisroel as a nation that was doing a project-together-that 
would enhance the kovod of the presence of the shechina in 
their daily lives.

Meshech Chochma asks, what was the reason that the 
Torah specified (and uses the language) ‘just as their father’? 
He answers that Moshe really wanted his children to be 
kohanim and kings, but Hashem told him: ‘you can’t come that 
close-your children will not be makriv and serve in the Bais 
Hamikdash.’ Says Meshech Chochma, Aaron was a kohain; 
but being that Moshe wanted his children to be kohanim he 
nevertheless anointed Aaron’s children with the same desire 
and the same simcha that he anointed their father!

Perhaps we can say this was also somewhat of a kaparah 
of the chait h’egel. Maybe as it was Aaron who participated 
in the egel, Moshe could now say- perhaps my children could 
get the kehuna now since Aaron should get punished. Says the 
Torah that Moshe anointed the children ‘just as their father…’ 
even though there was more of a reason for Moshe to hope his 
children will have a chance now-nevertheless he performed 
the anointing ‘just as their father’. The gadlus of Moshe was 

that he followed the commandments of Hashem without any 
personal involvement altering its outcome.

We can learn from here how one cannot allow their 
personal feelings to affect the way they serve Hashem.

There’s a powerful story about Reb Zundel Kroizer 
Shlit”a, that illustrates this point:

One early morning while he was en route to daven vasikin, 
as he has done daily for the last seventy five years, he fell 
down and bruised himself up. His grandson-who was with 
him-picked him up and brought him back home, allowing 
him to catch his breath and drink some water. He said to him 
‘zeidy, if we hurry up we may be able to still chap vasikin.’ 

Rav Zundel responded ‘I never chapped a minyan in my 
life!’

Besides the gadlus of someone davening vasikin for 
seventy five years straight-one might think that it had 
developed into part of his agenda. One would say ‘I’m a 
vasikin yid’ even if I come a little late one day. I’ll just serve 
Hashem a little differently today and tomorrow I’ll be back 
on schedule. Not Reb Zundel; he had absolutely no agenda, 
all he had on his mind was to serve Hashem because he was 
commanded to so-with no records to keep up with or personal 
feeling altering his decisions.
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